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Stapleton Elected President of Congress
Top Leaders,

Fifty Per Cent
Of Student Body
Patronize Polls
James Stapleton, a junior physical
education
major from
Wrightsville, was named president of the 1966-67 Student Congress at elections held this week.
Larry Duncan, a sophomore
German major from Macon captured the first vice presidency,
while Robin Olmstead, a sophomore math major from Brunswick, was elected second vice
president.
Connie Dodgen and Bjorn (B.
J.) Kjerfve took the offices of
secretary and treasurer, respectively. Connie is a sophomore medical technology major from Albany and B.J. is a
junior math major from Sweden.
In the president's race, James Stapleton defeated Roger
Alderman 1088 to 686, while Larry Duncan defeated Jim King
930 to 829 for the office of first
vice president.
Robin Olmstead carried 1155
votes to Danny Hagan's 599
to win the second vice presidency. Kjerfve beat Johnson 986780.
The largest winning margin
went to Connie Dodgen who defeated Betsy Moss 1300-439.
Approximately 50 per cent of
the student body voted in the
elections.

Scholars To Get
School Tribute
Eighteen seniors have been
selected to receive awards for
outstanding leadership and service to Georgia Southern at the
annual Honors Day Convocation
ceremonies, Monday at 10 a.m.
in McCroan Auditorium.

DEDICATION SET
The 1966 Reflector will be dedicated Honors Day, according to
Doug Gieger, editor.
The Reflectors are due to be
shipped from Dallas, Tex. May
STUDENT CONGRESS ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
20, and should arrive here by
L. - R. Robin Olmstead, 2nd V. Pres.; Connie Dodgen, Sec; Bjorn Kjerfve, Treas.; James Staple- May 24, said Gieger. The annuals will be distributed to the
ton, Pres.
students through the Reflector
office window.

Concerts, Picnic Scheduled

Spring Swing Week Events
To Hit High Gear Monday

The sophomore class will present Simon and Garfunkel in
concert next Saturday night to
climax the week of Spring
festivities
beginning
When asked to comment on Swing
his victory, Stapleton said: "I'm Monday.
glad I won and I appreciate all
Spring Swing Week, which is
the 80-odd people who helped
set
up on an annual basis, will
me campaign. I realize it's a
tremendous responsibility and include activities in varying
I'll try my best to do a real fields, from academic competition through concerts and dan
good job."
ces to a track meet and tug-

of-war. Points will be awarded
to each class for places in the
academic and athletic competition, and the class with the
highest point total will be awarded the President's Trophy.
Individual trophies will also be
awarded in these areas.
Information and entry forms
can be obtained in division offices, and entries will be accepted until Monday afternoon.

SUMMER
REGISTRATION

The first, and probably
the most important step
to student registration procedure for Summer quarter can start immediak-ly,
according to Lloyd Joyner,
Registrar.
Joyner said soon as students make appointments to
see their advisor, they can
begin registration. The
next step, drawing a timecard indicating when the
student wilt be admitted
to the Hanner Building,
can only be accomplished
if the Summer quarter
student has a Dean-Advisor card filled out by himself and signed by his advisor.
This card is to be presented at the Registrar's
window in the basement of
the Administration Building.
This Dean-Advisor card
is a prerequisite to all registrational procedure, he
said.
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CALAPAI PRINT "DUSK" TO REMAIN

After all the votes were counted, it was decided that the college
would purchase the Calapai print "Dusk." The winning print received 941 affirmative votes. "Mediterranean Memory" was voted the second most popular print, receiving 803 votes. The hotel
tycoon, Conrad Hilton, bought one of each print in the show and
along with others placed them in each hotel office around the
world.

have maintained a 3.8 grade
average for five consecutive
quarters.
Seniors who will receive leadership and service awards are:
Danny Broucek, Jeri Prince,
Gloria Lane, Joy Walden, Brenda Taylor, Martha Lamb, Jean

MONDAY
Competition will begin on
Monday at 4 p.m. with events
in modeling, flower arranging,
and menu planning in the Home
Economics Division.
Delta Pi Alpha is sponsoring
a concert featuring the Platters
on Monday at 8:15 p.m. in the
Hanner Building. Tickets are
now on sale at $2, and will be
$2.50 at the door.
TUESDAY
Students representing each
class will present science projects in the Math and Science
division competition at 3 p.m.
along with the mathematics
quiz. There will be vocal and
instrumental competition in the
music division activities at 5
p.m.

The Honors Committee will
also recognize 19 students who

Tuesday at 7 p.m. the Lamar
Harris Talent Show will be held
in McCroan Auditorium .Admission for students will be 50
cents, and all proceeds will go
to the Lamar Harris Memorial
Fund.
See SPRING SWING — Page 2

She added that instead of summer housing assignments being
made on a yearly basis, as it
is done during the regular
school year, the assignments
would be valid for one quar ■
ter. This would necessitate reapplying for housing in the fal\
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Summer Housing
Is Announced
Students who haven't made
any housing arrangements for
the summer quarter must
make an application as soon
as possible, according to Helen
Mikell, Director of Housing.
Miss Mikell reminds students
that, "all housing applications
for summer quarter are separate from those made during
fall, spring and winter."

Summer on - campus
facilities will consist of Olhff
and Veazey Halls for girls and
Sanford for the men.
Olliff Hall has been fi'led
with summer quarter students
and the Housing Office is in
the process of assigning remaining accommodations.
Miss Mikell emphasized the
fact that all on-campus dcrms
must be filled before any offcampus applications will be accepted.
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Leader Chosen Vice-Chairman

Stuhbs Elected
To State Office

Degrees Added
To Curricula
The Master of Education degree in Mental Retardation, together with additional major
programs of study and three
degree programs, was added to
the academic curricula at the
college, according to Academic
Dean Paul F. Carroll.
The three degree changes will
create a Bachelor of Music,
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry and Master of Science for
Teachers.
The seven new programs of
study are: Within the A. B.
degree economics; within the
B. B. A. degree, accounting,
general business, finance, marketing and management; and
within the M. Ed. degree, mental retardation.
The changes will be effective
for study starting with the academic year 1966-67, reported
Dean Carroll.
, This continues the academic
development led by Dean Carroll over the past eleven years.
In 1954 the college offered only
the B. S. in Education degree
and 10 major areas of study.
Since that time 14 degrees have
been added and 26 majors on the
undergraduate and graduate
level.

Frances Stubbs, economics Carswell, Waynesboro business
major from Glennville, was el man and possible candidate for
ected Vice-Chairman of the the First Congressional seat.
State Young Republicans at the
Young Republicans convention
recently in Macon.
The convention, attended by
some 400 delegates, elected
Stubbs, who is the vice president of the Georgia Southern
Young Republicans, to the highest position ever held by a college student.

STUBBS ELECTED VICE-CHAIRMAN

Young Republican Named To High Office at State Convention

Congress To Sponsor Lecture
Dr. Albert B. Saye, alumni
foundation distinquished professor of political science, will
speak in Marvin Pittman Auditorium May 20 at 10 a.m.
His topic will be "Constitutional Revision in Georgia.' '

Three other students were also elected to high offices. Bobby Cowden was elected College
Director for the southern region
of Georgia, Bill Pelham was
chosen as director of Young
Republican Clubs in the Second
Congressional District and John
Eckenroth, president of the
Young Republicans on campus,
was elected Young Republican
director for the First Congressional District.

...Spring Swing

WEDNESDAY
Students competing in the foreign language department will
read or recite a poem for judging at 3 p.m. on Wednesday,
and there will be an impromptu composition contest for the
English department at 4 p.m.
The Housing Unit Scavenger
Hunt will be at 7 p.m. in
Sweetheart Circle on Wednesday. Following the hunt there
will be dorm parties.

THURSDAY
On Thursday,, Social Science
Division activities will consist
The lecture will be one in a
of written Civil War Quiz and
series of Student Congress-sponan oral College Bowl History
sored lectures, made possible
Quiz
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. In
by a gift of $100 from the Stuthe Art department there will
dent Congress to each division.
The convention passed resolu- be a blindfold drawing contest,
The funds are to be used to
supplement such division act- tions supporting the promotion an identification of famous
ivities as the lecture series.
of political training for young arts quiz, and a display of
paintings.
Dr. Saye completed his under- people and civil rights.
There will be competition in
graduate work at the University
Featured speakers at the con- electronics technology, graphic
of Georgia, received his Ph.D.
from Harvard, his L.L.B. from vention were G. Paul Jones, arts technology, metal technolothe University of Georgia Law- Chairman of the Georgia Re- gy, technical drafting and wood
School and has served as pro- Congressional District, and a technology, in the Industrial
fessor of law at the Joseph H. National Committeewoman for Arts department.
There will be a barbeque in
Lumpkin Law School at Geor- Young Republicans.
Sweetheart Circle at 5:30 on
gia. He is also a member of
Stubbs stated that the pur- Thursday sponsored by the StuPhi Beta Kappa.
He has written widely and his pose of the convention was to dent Congress. The barbeque
works have been published in promote the organization of will be followed by a street
various journals. Significant pub- Young Republicans so as to in- dance with the Apolloes playlished works include "Constitu- sure the election of a Repub- ing.
FRIDAY
tional
History
of Georgia," lican governor this fall.
On Friday there will be ath"New Viewpoints in Georgia
He added that the Young Re- letic competition with a track
History," "Principles of Amerpublicans feel that the time has
ican Government," and "Consti- come for young people to show and field meet on the track behind the Hanner Gym at 4 p.m.
tutional Law: Cases and Comand exercise their influence in Activities will include all rements.' '
politics.
gulation track and field events,
Dr. Saye is widely known in
and points will be awarded.
Georgia as a consultant for
Stubbs said that Rep. CallaMajor Lance and his band
state legislature committees for way will speak again here durwill play at a dance at the Naconstitutional revision.
ing fall quarter as will Porter
tional Guard Armory from 9 p.
m. to 12 midnight, and 1 p.m.
L.P.'s will be allowed women.
Tickets to the dance are free
to on-campus students, and $2
for off-campus students. However, the $2 ticket is a packDRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
age deal and will include both
the Friday and Saturday night
A Service to Georgia Southern
events.
For 21 Years
SATURDAY
A swimming meet will be
held Saturday at 10 a.m. at
—One Day Service—
Knight Pool. The meet will be
run by A.A.U. rules, and points
34 W. Main St.
will be given for trophy competition. Also on Saturday morning will be a tug-of-war with
organizations competing at the
campus lakes.
BUSINESS
On Saturday at 8:15 p.m., Simon and Garfunkel will be in
OPPORTUNITY
concert in the Hanner Building.
This concert is also free for onAvailable throughout the U.S.A. and Canada. A
campus students, and part of
the $2 package deal for offNew Product which will sell itself. Our line is a
campus students.
complete business within itself, no sideline investSUNDAY
ment necessary. Space-age advance. Used by
There will be a church service Sunday at 11 a.m. The
homes, hotels, farms, institutions, factories, plants,
week's activities will be congovernment installations and business. National
cluded with an open house in
Advertising by Company. Users may order for
Cone Hall from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
with students and faculty invit$13.95 per gallon delivered prepaid.
ed.
Steering Committee
Exclusive Franchise. Investment secured by fast
The week-long program of
moving inventory with a guarante sell agreement.
activities is sponsored by the
Sophomore class and has been
$400 minimum $14,758.40 maximum
planned by a steering committee. The committee, under the
investment.
guidance of Dr. Douglas Leavitt and Charles Exley, conFor complete information write or call:
sists of: Robin Olmstead, Joe
McDaniel, Kent Kykes, Larry
Duncan, Bobby Baldwin, John
Area Code 314-PE.9-0125
Eden, Walter Coleman, Jimmy
Kirkland, Betsy Moss, Nancy
FRANCHISE SALES DIVISION 0-2
Crumpler, Van Pool, Tom King,
3024 North Lindbergh Blvd.
Ron Mayhew,, Sue Hudson,
Carol Stewart, Evelyn StrickSt. Ann, Missouri 63074
land, Connie Dodgen, and Tommy Anderson.

HINES
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Smith Speaks To Students
Speaker of the Georgia House coffee held in Olliff Hall.
Addressing a group of studof Representatives, George T.
Smith said yesterday that the ents, faculty and local leaders
vital need for Georgia today is in Marvin Pittman Auditorium,
education and the most pressing problem is financing it.
Smith was introduced by JerGEER TO SPEAK
ry Lifsey, vice president of the
Lieutenant Governor Peter
Young Democrats, following a
Zack Geer speaks in McCroan
Auditorium Wednesday, at 1
p.m. in a series of addresses by
state Democratic candidates
sponsored by the Young DemoA resolution urging prison re- crats.
forms was passed by the State
Geer, a candidate for re-elecCollege Young Democrats Platform Convention last week in tion, will be introduced by Don
Vik, president of the club.
Athens.
The resolution, introduced by
the Georgia Southern Young De- Smith said that Georgia can fimocrats, urged that the state nance education with educatprisons system "be appropria- ion. He said that educated peoted sufficient funds to provide ple are generally higher paid;
persons confined in Georgia if a higher percentage of Georprisons with maximum opportu- gia's people can be educated,
nities for responsible and productive citizenship upon their the income and, consequently,
more tax money will result.
return to society."

Bill Passed

MASQUERS TAKE CURTAIN CALL
"I Am A Camera" players staged three performances of the play
Monday through Wednesday night. The production, directed by
Robert Overstreet featured Rae Burnsed, the leading lady, as
Sally Bowles, Leonard Robertson as Christopher Isherwood, Donnie Evans as Natalia Landauer, Rosalyn Perkins as Fraulein
Schneider, Sherry Bradner as Mrs. Watson-Courtneidge, Larry
Duncan as Fritz, and Wyman Hunt as Clive.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
The following companies will interview on campus bebinning Monday and continuing through Friday. Please sign
up on the various bulletin boards on the campus. For information concerning these companies, please contact the director of placement and student aid.
May 9 — Fernandina Fla. Schools
May 10 — Dunson School, LaGrange
May 12 — Cobb County Schools

Room 112
Williams Bldg.
Room 112
Williams Bldg.
Room 112
Williams Bldg.

Hitchcock Completes Booklet
"The Orientation Service"
booklet, the twelfth in the series
"Guidance for Georgia Schools,"
was recently completed by Dr.
William L. Hitchcock, professor
of education and director of
counselor education.
■ Dr. Hitchcock stated that
schools must accept the responsibility of helping students to
get started on the right foot
in school and continue these
efforts throughout their school
experience.
In this booklet some basic
principles underlying the orientation program in the school
were discussed.
A number of adjustment

GERRALD'S
BARBER SHOP
1 W. Main St.
"Heads We Win"
Beneath
Bulloch County Bank

concerns that students normally experience which should be
cared for by the school in an
organized way were treated,
the The last major section of
the booklet dealt with methods,
techniques,
and
practices
schools may employ in the orientation program.
This booklet should prove
very helpful as a guide for
schools in the organization and
administration of this important guidance service, he said.

The convention passed other
resolutions recommending
a
state investigation of the Ku
Klux Klan and the subsequent
revocation of its charter, the
adoption of the Peabody-McClurkin Report, Democratic Party
registration, adoption of a new
state constitution and approval
of pari-mutual betting in the
state.
In the keynote address Governor Carl E. Sanders noted the
arrival of the two-party system
in Georgia and urged the delegates to meet this challenge
with a united front.
Other speakers on the program were probable gubernatorial candidates Lester Maddox,
Fulton Superior Court Judge
Jeptha C. Tankersley, former
Lieutenant Governor Garland
Bryd and former Governors Ellis Arnall and Ernest Vandiver.
The delegates to the convention also heard talks by Georgia House Speaker George T.
Smith and Lieutenant Governor
Peter Zack Geer. They will probably vie for the Lieutenant
Governor's seat in the Democratic primary in September.

H. W. SMITH JEWELRY
FOR THE FINEST IN JEWELRY

"WHERE QUALITY COMES FIRST"
FINE DIAMONDS - SILVER
WATCHES - RINGS - BRACELETS
CHARMS - REPAIR SERVICE
3 SOUTH MAIN

In Statesboro
It's

SUPER PAR
SAVE
3c
A Gallon
On Gas!

TAe Finest
In Photography
Cameras and Supplies

SERVICE STATION

Let Us Do Your Snapshot

431 S. Main Street
Statesboro, Ga.

CURRIE STUDIOS

Developing

funds for technical and vocational schools. He rephasized
that these technical and vocational schools are making it possible for more people to receive
higher education. Salaries of
graduates compare favorably
with those of college and university graduates.
Smith expressed a desire that
graduates of any school in Georgia be able to compete favorably with those of any school
in the nation. He also wanted
every child in Georgia to have
the opportunity to receive the
degree of education that he desired.
He asked the group to help
him convince people of the need
for higher education. He said,
"You can't get tomorrow"s jobs
with yesterday's skills."

Teacher's salaries have been
raised $1,200 during the past
four years, but because of the
constantly rising
standards,
Georgia is in relatively the
same position as it was three
Smith told the groups that years ago.
He concluded, "An educated
60 cents of every tax dollar is
spent for education. He said child is an asset, not a liabilithere is a great need for more ty."

HOWARD
JOHNSON'S
RESTAURANT
Wednesday's Menu of
Deliciously Fried Fish

A CORDIAL INVITATION
for Georgia Southern Students

.. enjoy a hearty dish of Fried
v
ish served with cole slaw,
hush puppies, hot rolls and
butter
All You Can Eat!
— 1.19 —
A Wednesdays Delight
Come Early
4:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
North Main Statesboro, Ga.

3pW 1^mr$t~2^ttne

LITTLE

Students Need

ON CAMPUS

More Guarantee

EDITORIAL BOARD:
FRANK TILTON, Editor
ANN VAUGHAN, News Editor
TOMMY DREW, Man. Ed. BJORN KJERFVE, Sports Ed.

The traffic problems at the entrance of the Brannen,
Sanford and Cone Hall parking area have reached such
proportions that minor traffic accidents are becoming
commonplace.
For those who travel Herty Drive the intersection has
become a hazard.
This parking area, which is possibly one of the busiest
on campus, suffers from a gross inadequacy of entranceexit lanes.
It is simple to negotiate one's entering the parking
area, but leaving is another matter entirely. The steady
flow on Herty Drive plus the matter of not being able to
observe on-coming traffic makes exiting almost impossible. Needless to say an additional lane into the area
would be like a gift from Heaven but the answer isn't
that far away. As seen here, the most logical solution to
the problem would be to open the road that already
exists between Brannen and Sanford Halls to relieve the
problem of confusion during exit and entrance procedures. The suggested lane connection at Southern Drive
would give additional benefit to safety as well as ease
the exit problem.

of Entertainment

* WATCH

IT WITH THO&S BPUSH HAUPLE^ WILL YA MAC

!?«

Big Buildings Go Up At GSC;
Health Cottage Still Stands Tall
By TOMMY DREW
Managing Editor

The next time you hear that
some big name performer is
going to appear at the college
- - watch out! !
Following the general run
of things, you might be disappointed. In fact, the best thing
to do is not to count on it.
They say you
win
some and
lose some: Wow!
If we lose any
more we'll be
scrambling
for
the next few
years to gain
an even averTILTON
age.
The college is making great
strides to present the students
with top performers but more
times than not the entertainers
either fail to show up or prove
to be fiascos.
Well, what sort of guarantee
do the organizations have to offer that entertainers will show
up? The organizations can't
make any promises about the
quality of the performance but
it seems that something can be
done to curtil last-minute cancellations.
The college has had more than
its share of cancellations in the
last year. Heading the list are
"Righteous Brothers," the "Shirelles," and "Sam the Sham
and the Pharoahs."
The all time leader in fiascos
on campus are, of course, the
"Rolling stones."
Something needs to be done
before the students lose all faith
in organizations that bring the
various groups to the campus.
The organizations will eventually suffer as the students lose
faith because a drop in ticket
sales will be inevitable.
The organizations need to
protect themselves more as well
as the students. The failure of
entertainers to show up several
times can put an organization
in a touchy financial fix.
How long will students continue to be disappointed? How
long will the organizations tolerate cancellation after cancellation? There is no end if action
is not taken - - and soon! !

sleep because of a high fever
or a cough.
When they built the students'
The tall, lanky boy was standThe recent rainy season has created many mud pud- ing there grinning and looking Health Building it was large
enough and extensively equipdles about the campus. Wet feet and ruined shoes have down at his hand as the white- ped to take care of 1,000 stusuited nurse wrapped the strips
been the result of Mother Nature's gift to the farmer. of
gauze and tape around his dents. Today its size is inadequate, to say the least, but it
This isn't always necessary. Sidewalks were made to burned fingers and palm.
is probably stocked and cared
keep feet from getting muddy. Some sidewalks are not "How much is this thing go- for as well as the pharmacy
ing to cost in any big-city hospital.
being used for the pedestrians.
me,'' he
The nurses' record keeping
Walkers on the sidewalk in front of Olliff Hall have
mournf u 1 1 y
would put any private secretary
reason to be perturbed. Visitors to the dormitory persist
asked. The to shame.
nurse didn't
in parking with the front half of the automobile across
"Sure we give penicilin! We
even glance
the sidewalk. Pedestrians have no choice but to detour
up. "It won't give lots of it," remarked Miss
and trod through the slimy, slippy mud.
cost you any- Wiggins.
Above the gripes of sorething. Why do
The students not lucky enough to motivate by auto
armed students remains the fact
you
think
you
would think it thoughtful and courteous if drivers would
Drew
pay a $4 health that penicilin is the most repark their cars parallel to the sidewalk in the rainy sea- fee every quarter?
liable drug in existence that
son. Some cars could park across the street.
After a pause the fellow re- kills almost any kind of infection.
The visitors who plan to stay any length of time marked in a low voice, "I'll bet
them gripe about us givI've got $4 worth of gauze on
could park in the Olliff Hall parking lot down the here, not including anything ing"Let
so many shots, we don't
street.
else."
care, just as long as its makAnother nurse, Muriel Bryant, ing them well."
We would much rather give
walked in the treatment room
and chuckled, "you won't even a sick student a shot of tetanus
need a glove to play baseball, toxoid or penicilin or anything
now!"
else for that matter, than to let
The Student Congress is to be commended for the new These two honestly outspoken him leave here with $3 or $4
worth of sulfa pills that he will
system of voting they have used in the last two campus- ladies watched the young boy throw
in his drawer after he
walk out of the room and down
wide elections. More students were contacted by having the front stairs of the red brick has taken a few," they all seemthe staff want the students to
one place for the off-campus students to vote and by health building (suitable called ed to agree.
know is that, "We are here if
the
"health
cottage")
and
out
"If
you
give
it
to
them
in
having all on-campus students vote in the dormitories.
they need help of any kind."
into the parking lot, his slight- their arm or fanny then you
Georgia Southern is a growThe figure that voted in the Student Congress elect- ly burned limb hanging by his know they've got it."
ing school. Improvements and
ions proved that with a little planning, students can be side.
All too quickly students take new conditions are evident in
induced to vote.
Eva Bryant, Dorothy Wiggins for granted what a valuable as- the new building facilities and
Muriel Bryant treat num- set they have in the nurses, in the academic structure of the
Another example of interested participation are the and
erous accident cases like this Bryant, Wiggins and Bryant, or college.
political clubs on campus. The Young Republicans and almost every day. They treat in the capable assistance and The dedication and service of
the Young Democrats are doing a great job of stirring the whooping cough and the flu guidance of Dr. Robert Swint these three angels of mercy perDr. Bird Daniel.
forming miracles in their little
up the dust in this election year. Having Howard (Bo) ("hundreds of cases"). They and
Dorothy, (her regular patients brick health cottage places them
tape cuts, give advise, nurse
Callaway, prospective gubernatorial candidate and students with sore throats and call her that) said that she head and shoulders over a whole
Speaker of the House George T. Smith, prospective can- colds and are quite good at thought that the most important campus of shining new buildthing that she and the others on ings.
didate for Lieutenant Governor speak on the campus contemporary philosophy.
These dedicated ladies can
was a good way to introduce students to the candidates grab a boy's dirty, smelly foot
and the current political issues.
in their lap and remove a
Much has been said about student apathy and much splinter and, with the grace and
gentleness of an angel, wipe the
has been done in recent weeks to prove that students perspiration from a student's To the editor:
know that it requires a great
are not as apathetic as they have seemed.
forehead.
We, the Brothers of Alpha deal of work to plan and orDo you remember when your Phi Omega, would like to take ganize a show that the studmother would blow her soft this opportunity to publicly thank ents of Georgia Southern will
breath over a cut which she had the Brothers of Sigma Epsilon enjoy. We also know that these
THE
just drenched in merthiolate? Chi for the show and dance ventures to bring big name
They'll do that, too, if you ask they sponsored Thursday night. shows to our campus are very
them.
Not only was it an outstand- expensive for the fraternity
The under-staffed nurses are ing dance but also was handled sponsoring them; when the show
The opinions expressed
Entered as second class
concerned, sure, when they have as well as possible.
herein are those of the
proves to be a failure it can
matter at Post Office
to stand on their feet for 12
student
writers
and
We would also like to offer easily wreck a good fraternity.
at Georgia Southern
not necessarily those
hours a day and nap in small, our regrets and sympathy reCollege, Georgia SouAlpha Phi Omega would like
of the college adminthern
Branch,
under
pccrly furnished quarters every garding the outcome of Friday to thank them for their many
istration and faculty
act of Congress.
night
for
only
short
intervals.
night's performance. However, months of hard work and will
PRESS
Ycu couldn't tell it, though, by again we have to commend stand behind them in any futhe kind smile on their face Sigma Epsilon Chi for the man- ture events they might underwhen they come to unlock the ner in which they handled this take.
front door at 3 A.M. to care unfortunate incident.
Sincerely,
for a young coed who can't
Speaking irom experience, we Brothers of Alpha Phi Omega

SIDEWALK MISU

STUDENTS ON THE BALL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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College To Pay Tribute

Eighteen To Receive Leadership Awards
r-i'3

Broucek

Robbins

Stokes

Walden

Shippey

Taylor

Wilkes

No photo
available

Butt

Durden

Howard

Lamb

McCord

Prince

,.. Honors Day
ro, is president of Kappa Delta Epsilon and a member of
Gamma Sigma Upsilon. In 1964
she was sweetheart of Delta
Sidma Upsilon. In 1964 she was
sweetheart of Delta Sigma Pi.
Miss Lane is also a member
The seniors, their hometowns,
Students to be recognized for
of the American Home Economoutstanding scholarship are: majors, and activities are list- ics Association. She was selectThomas Franklin Adams, Geor- ed below.
ed to Who's Who.
ge Rawdon Akins, Jr., Lynn SteDanny Broucek, a music maLouise McCord, an English
wart Anderson, Evelyn Marie jor from Statesboro, is presentmajor
from Sylvester, has serBrown, Rosemary Burgamy, ly serving as president of Stuved
as
staff writer and featVernon Edward Gracen, Jr., Da- dent Congress. He won 2nd place
ure
editor
of the George-Anne.
vid Bing Hurst, Lee Iverson in college piano auditions for
She
has
been
President of the
Kicklighter, Jr., Sally Edwards the state of Georgia. He has
Parker, Jeri Marsh Prince, Her- served as vice-president of Alpha English Club and an active
bert Phinehas Shippey, Frances Gamma Pi and president of Phi member of Baptist Student UnGates Smith, Mary James Ste- Mu Alpha. Broucek is also a ion.
wat, Brenda Taylor, Miriam De- member of the Campus Life
Jean Nessmith, was a member
laey Thomas, Glenda Joy Wald- Enrichment
Committee
and of Student National Educationen, Marsha Lynn Waters, Dyan Westminster Fellowship.
He al Association and the Young
Women's Auxiliary.
Faye Wilkes, and Jeanie Carol was selected to Who's Who.
Jeri Prince, math major from
Yawn.
Ann Butt, elementary educa- Moultrie, is secretary of Kappa
David Bing Herst and Jean- tion major from Macon, has Mu Alpha and a member of
nie Carol Yawn are tied for held offices in Alpha Gamma the Campus Life Enrichment
the highest average, a grade
Omicron for two years and has Committee. She was the sweetpoint ratio of 4-1.
heart of Alpha Gamma Pi and
been a member of the Associa- is a former member of StudSPEAKER
tion for Childhood Education. ent Congress. Miss Prince is
Speaker for the Honors Day She is an active member of the president of Westminster FelConvocation will be Dr. Marian Baptist Student Union, Student lowship, and a member of AlIrish, Professor of Government
Georgia Educational Association pha Gamma Omicron and the
at Florida State University.
Religious Activities Committee.
and served as secretary-trea- She was
elected to Who's
A native of Scranton, Pennsyl- surer of the Young Women's
Who.
vania, Dr. Irish received her
B. A. degree from Barnard, Auxiliary. She was selected to
Ken Robbins, speech and Engher M. A. from Bryn M'awr, and Who's Who.
lish major from Douglasville, is
her Ph. D. from Yale University. tary education major from Syl- president of the Masquers and
In addition, she did post-doctora member of the debate team
al research under a Ford Fel- vania has been a member of and the Philharmonic Choir. He
lowship at Harvard University the Baptist Student Union, the was selected to Who's Who.
in 1952 - 53.
Association for Childhood EduHerbert Shippey, English
Dr. Irish was the Distingui- cation and the Young Women's major from Albany, is currentshed Professor at Florida State Auxiliary.
ly a member of the German
Club and the Baptist Student
Unversity in 1957 and is an
Lilla Ann Durden, an elemhonorary member of the Garnet
Union. He is past secretary of
Key. She has also received the entary education major from the French Club and a memSwainsboro, has been an active
Ford Faculty fellowship, the
ber of the English Club.
Senior Award i American Gover- member of the Association for
Veronica Stokes, an elemenment from the Social Science Childhood Education.
tary education major from SylResearch Council, and was the
Bonnie Bell Grooms, an elevania, is a member of the AsBrookings Guest Scholar.
mentary education major, was sociation for Childhood Educata member of the majorette ion, Young Women's Auxiliary
She is the author of Poliof American Democracy corps, the Association for Child- and the Baptist Student Union.
hood Education, and the Studand has edited numerous pubent National Educational AssoBrenda Taylor, math major
lications dealing with Americiation.
from
Sylvania, is serving as
can goverment, political science,
vice president of Kappa Mu Aland foreign policy. Articles by
Barbara Howard from Glen- pha and is a vice president of
Dr. Irish have appeared in var- ville.
Kappa Mu Alpha and is- a past
ious well-known national perBecky Joyner, a music major vice president of Alpha Gamma
iodicals anl in 1964 she was
elected vice president of the from Savannah, has been a Omicron. She was a member
American Political Science As- member of music Educator's Na- of the Anderson Hall house
sociation for a two-year term. tional Conrence, the Southern council and presently a memSingers and Student Congress. ber of the Science Club and the
Procession
She has served as accompanist SGEA. Miss Taylor, a "member
of Student Congress, was selThe Convocation will begin for choir.
ected to Who's WHO.
with a procession of adminisMartha Lamb, home economJoy Walden, early elementary
trators, faculty members, stud- ics major from Statesboro, is a
ents and guests at 10:00 into past president of the American education major from Lumber
McCroan Auditorium.
Home Economics Association City, is a past president of the
The processional will be and has served as academics Baptist Student Union and is
headed by Dr. Zach S. Hender- editor of the Reflector. She has now serving as secretary of Alson, president of the college. been a member of the Campus pha Gamma Omicron. She has
He will be followed by the deans, Life Enrichment Committee and served on residence hall councils and is a secretary of Sigprofessors, assistant professors selected to Who's Who.
ma Alpha Chi.
and instructors.
Gloria Lane, home economics
Special awards will then be
education major from Statesbo Dvan V ilkps.
presented.

Nessmith,
Herbert
Shippey,
Ken Robbins, Bonnie Grooms,
Veronica Stokes, Becky Joyner,
Louise McCord, Dyan Wilkes,
Ann Butt, Robby Dunagan and
Lilla Ann Durden.

The eighteen seniors who will
receive awards for outstanding
leadership and service to Georgia Southern were nominated by
their respective divisions and
voted on by the entire faculty.
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APPRECIATION
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PATRONAGE

We're going to

EDUCE
all clothing items
in

THE BOUTIQUE SHOP
and

EAGLE MEN'S SHOP

OUR APPRECIATION

SALE STARTS
MONDAY will continue
through WEDNESDAY
MAY 9, 10. 11 — JUST 3 DAYS
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Post Office Moved

~

Old Facilities
Bow to New Ones
By RACHAEL ROUNDTREE
Staff Writer
Just as the Pony Express had
to bow to Wells Fargo, so must
the Williams Center post office
bow to the University Plaza
post office.
More space enables this branch to serve people who live in
that vicinity other than the college students.
There are 3318 boxes available for rent as well as provision for expansion in five blank
panels designed to hold 135
boxes each.
The new building is better
lighted and ventilated and there
are more accessible parking
spaces than there are around
the Williams Center.
Student opinion about the new
post office has ranged from
high praise to dire criticism.
The loudest complaint being
voiced concerns that distance
separating the on-campus student from his P.O. box. His position can readily be understood
if we recall that he is accustomed to running down a few
steps to pick up his mail while
waiting for his number to go
through in the lunch line.

Suddenly, his whole schedule
is in chaos. Here is one more
thing he must find time to do.
"Why did they have to go and
mess everything up?" he asks
in consternation, "I thought it
was fine just like it was." He
was one of the lucky ones who
had a box. He didn't have to
go to the post office at a certain time or stand in a line in
order to get his mail. He didn't
realize that the personel in the
post office spent as much time
in handling general delivery as
they did in sorting the mail for
regular boxes.
"So, everybody's got a box
now. It's still mighty inconvenient to hike all the way out
to the University Plaza." For
right now, what he says is true.
But what about next fall when
Winburn and Dorman Halls will
be completed?
The college is definitely growing in that direction as witnessed not only by the new
dorms, but also the fine arts
building and the student center
under construction. Before long,
the majority of the students will
live nearer the new post office
than they did the old one.

POSTAL EMPLOYEES BUSY IN NEW FACILITIES

L-R: Harold Tillman, Branch Superintendent, Ken Bennett,, and Harry Vause

INQUIRING REPORTER

Since Sweetheart Circle is a
So what, in your opinion,
popular night spot on Georgia would be the most constructive
Southern College's campus, na- improvement that could be made
turally, like the rest of our pro- in Sweetheart Circle?
jects, it must progress.
Charlotte Taylor, frosh, Macon: Put mosquito nets up or
Gale Williams, frosh, Albany:
Put refreshment stands up.
Outline-Guides
Janie Nixon, sr., Carrollton:
To Your Studies
I think they should erect a
mountain.
By
Brenda McPhail, frosh, Macon: Bigger trees and bigger
Barnes and Noble
bushes.
Robin Olmstead, soph., BrunsVISIT
wick: More benches with padded, all-weather coverings.
Dick Steele, frosh, Toccoa: I
think they should put benches
by the flag pole and trim those
bushes.
Mel Middlebrooks, frosh, Macon: I think they should construct a three-ringed circus with
a high-wire act, a candied-apple
stand, a quick-draw shooting
gallery, and four burlesque
shows .
Jerri O'Neal, frosh, Eastman:
I think they should put more
benches with an available boy
on each one.
Roy McWilliams, Macon; Jackie Colter, Caldwell: Well we
are not quite sure what would
improve Sweetheart Circle,- for
we have not really done anythere, however, maybe B.
STATESBORO, GA. thing
W. Knight could pipe in some
stereo music and fix some air
25 SEIBALD
conditioners.
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Brenda Holton, frosh, Alma:
First of all a little man should
come around with a mosquito
sprayer every night. Next, it
should be okay for couples to
sit out there at night and talk,
because some people don't have
cars. There should also be flowers and a fountain with colored lights shining on it. Last,
they should have comfortable
benches and more of them.

&

Mo
When you're very, very particular, you simply look for
the spinning wheel symbol of Traditionals by Country
Set. Designed for juniors who love simplicity: prim and
neat Dacron polyester-cotton checks, here suit-sfyled
with many a fine seam in blue, yellow or areen. Crisp

Jane. Spivey, frosh, Savannah: As an improvement there
should be more benches. It
would be nice if there were
more sidewalks to aid the students who walk across it every
day. The shrubbery should be
well kept and the lawns need
to be mowed regularly.
Bangs
AGoGo,
Hendricks
Hall: To improve Sweetheart
Circle, we think that first the
students should be permitted to
walk or sit in the circle after
dark; the campus cops and other school personnel should not be
allowed on the premises after
dark. In order for there to be
darkness and privacy the lights
should be taken away. There
should be piped in music so that
the campus will have somewhere with atmosphere. More
should be placed in the circle.
After all of these improvements, we will of course need
more benches for the students
to take full advantage.

\
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George-Anne News Briefs\
Adams To Give Recital
Dr. Sterling Adams, assistant
professor of music, will present
his second piano recital in the
recital hall of the Music Building, Tuesday at 8:15 p.m.
•Dr. Adams will perform four
compositions. They are "Toccato in C Major" by Bach,
"Prelude, Chorale, Fugue" by
Franck, "J'eux d'eau" by Ravel, and "Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12 in C sharp minor"
by Liszt.
Phi Mu Alpha will hold a reception for Dr. Adams afterwards.

Lewis Attends Meet
Dr. Robert Lewis, professor
of education, attended the
State Reading Conference in
Athens at the University of
Georgia recently.
He served on a panel that
responded to a presentation by
Dr. M. W. Sullivan, developer
along with Dr. B. F. Skinner,
of the "Program Approach" to
reading.
The theme for the meeting
was "Developments in the Teaching of Reading."

Williams Gets Office
Dr. Rollin Williams, professor of industrial education, was
recently elected secretary of
the American Council on Elementary School Industrial Arts.
His election was announced at
the ACESIA's annual convention in San Francisco, recently.
Dr. Williams taught at the
University of Florida and the
University of Maryland before
joining the faculty in 1962. He
is a member of Phi Kappa Phi,
Kappa Delta Pi and Phi Delta
Kappa.

$ :•; #

Inauguration Attended
Dr. Fielding Russell and President Zach S. Henderson attended the inauguration of Thomas Miller Jenkins as president
of the Albany State College yesterday.
Dr. Russell represented his
brother, Senator Richard Russell, at the inauguration of the
fourth president of Albany State
College.

Coordinator Appointed
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Music Division
Awarded Grant

As coordinator for district
one, Marvin Pittman is led by
student body president Elaine
Perkins; Vice President Gloria
Mooney, and Secretary-Treasurer Jincy Hodges.

Weber To Talk Sunday
Bob Weber, professor of sociology, will speak to the Westminister Fellowship at its regular
meeting Sunday at 6:30 p.m. in
the Religious Activities trailer.
Phi Eps' Sweetheart
Weber will speak to the group
Mary
Beth Strickland has been
on morals. All interested stuselected as sweetheart of Phi
dents are invited to attend.
Epsilon Kappa, national professional fraternity for students in
Club Has Speaker
the field of health, P.E. and recHarvey Rosengart, President reation. Mary Beth is a first
of Cari Classics Co. in Portal, quarter junior from Waycross,
was the guest speaker at the majoring in physical education.
meeting of the Economics Club
in the Student Center this week.
The topic of Rosengart's speech was "Labor Problems in Bulloch County."

The music department has
been awarded a $400 scholarship aid grant for the academic
Foundation, a music publishing
company, according to Dr. Ronald J. Neil, chairman of the
division of music.
The recipients of this scholarship will be selected by President Zach S. Henderson and
Dr. Neil. Preference is given to
needy students who plan to teach
music. The scholarship may be
divided up for two or more
students.
Dr. Neil said, "I'm very pleased. This is the first grant to our
music department from a foundation."
Complete information concerning the choice of the recipients will be made public later.

Supper Scheduled

The Society for the Advancement of Management will end
the year's activities with a hotdog supper at Jim Brock's lakehouse at Cypress Lakes Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The price of the supper will
be 50 cents per person. Members and interested students
are invited to bring their wives
or their dates.
Wilcher and James Deal plan
New officers for the coming
to attend the National Circle K
Convention in Dallas this Aug- school year will also be installed at this meeting.
ust.

Marvin Pittman Laboratory
School was elected district one
coordinator for the Georgia Association of Student Councils at
the association's annual meeting at Rock Eagle recently.

Circle K Elects Wilcher Lt. Gov.

Jerry Wilcher, sophomore elementary education major from
Gibson, was recently elected
Lt. Gov. of the Coastal Empire
division of the Georgia District
at the Eighth Annual Circle K "tfto-Wa" ond "Coke" ore registered trade-marks which identify only the product ol The Coco-Colo Company
District Convention.
The delegates from the college were Danny Hagin and Bar- j
ry Wilson. Other members at- j
tending were James Deal and |
Bobby Seymour.
When questioned about his duties as Lt. Gov., Wilcher said, |
"The Lt. Gov. acts as laison !
between the divisions and dis- j
We admire your spirit,
tricts. "It's- my responsibility to ,
establish communication betw-1
but you just don't fit
een clubs of the districts and
into the team.
to establish Circle K Clubs at [
colleges in the districts that do j
not have them," he addel.
"The GSC Circle K Club re-!
ceived honorable mention as the ,
best club in the district," Wil- ,
cher said.
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Nic Nac
Grille
"It Costs Less
To Eat Out"
j '. rm

We Cater To
Sports

jVllL

No. 718
Coat

All Orders
Available To Go
I Block off 301
Open 5:45 a.m. to
I 1:00 p.m.
Statesboro's Oldest
R. C. Webb Owner
63 E. Main Ph. 764-2853

No. 3509 -^

Baby Dolls
Sizes P.S.M.L.

Sizes S.M.L.

$5.99

Coca-Cola is on everyone's feam. That's because
Coca-Cola has the fasfe you never gel tired of...
always refreshing. That's why things go better with
Coke... after Coke... after Coke.
lotll.cJ inwlw th* authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: BOTTLER'S NAME HERE.

No. 7318X

Sizes 42-48

No. 7318

Shift Gown
Sizp" -52-40

$2.99

$2.99

Here's new styling by Katz on smooth, easycare 65% Kodel polyester, 35% Cotton sleepwear.
Wide-sweep Shift and Baby Dolls frosted with nylon
lace, exquisite eyelet embroideries and scallop trim.
Wrinkle-shy Coat collects 6 pearly buttons, ruffly
set-in collar and patch pocket. Cool pink, blue,
maize, aqua. Also long gown.

. „ ,, „.j

STATESBORO COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.

FASHION SECOND FLOOR
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The Southern Belle
for this week is vivacious, green - eyed
Judy Morris from
Macon. Judy is a
junior Sociology
major.
Staff photos by Tommy Drew

59

Grand Opening!

<*3LOVE LINKS

**

Rowan Elected
4-H Secretary

Carol Rowan, freshman and
engaged to BILLY WARREN of 4-H'er of eight years, was seCoolidge. Kay is an elementary lected secretary of the Youth
education major. Kay and Billy Planning Activities Committee
plan to marry when Kay finish- for the 1966 National Safety
JUDY YOUNG, a senior from Congress when she represented
Smyrna, is engaged to MAX H. 4-H'ers of the United States in
GERSTMAN, from LaBelle.Fla. Chicago recently.
Judy is majoring in junior high
Ten other young people from
education in English. Max is a Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan and
graduate of Florida State Uni- North Carolina were in Chicago
versity with a BS in mental re- for the committee meeting retardation. He is now employed presenting Farm Bureau, Futby the 'exceptional child' de- ure Homemakers of America,
partment in Jacksonville. They Future Farmers of America,
plan to be married June 25 in Boy Scouts, Distributive EducaMarietta.
tion Clubs and Boys Clubs of
KAREN SUMMERS, a sen- America.
ior from Tifton, is engaged to
Last fall at the National 4-H
Friday, May 6
MARVIN
A.
BRYAN,
from
PaClub
Congress meeting Miss
"THE SPY WHO CAME IN
vo. Karen is majoring in social Rowan was selected as the natFROM THE COLD"
science. Marvin attended Abra- ional safety winner. The selection was based on the work she
Starring Richard Burton ham Baldwin Wollege.
JEMMEBETH BRANNEN, a had done in her safety project
Saturday, May 7
sophomore home economics ma- during her years of 4-H Club
"JOY IN THE MORING" jor from Portal, is engaged to work.
EDON WINSKIE from StatesThis planning meeting was
Plus
boro. Jemmebeth attended Ga. sponsored by the National SafeSouthern and Edon attended bu- ty Council. The participants plan
"THE OUTRAGE"
siness school. He is employed ned the program for the young
with Paul Newman
as bookkeeper at the Produc- people who will attend the 1966
Sun.-Tues. May 8-10
er's Cooperation. No date has National Safety Congress iri Chi"THE CHASE"
been set for the wedding.
cago October 23-26. "
LAURA GRIER, a freshman
from Augusta, is engaged to
DALE HAYS, from Dallas, Tex.
Laura is majoring in history.
Dale is stationed at Fort Gordon in Augusta. Laura and Dale
plan to be married August 24.
KAY YARBROUGH, a sophomore from Thomasville, is

GEORGIA
THEATRE

LET US PUT YOU IN
THE DRIVER'S SEAT AT

International Model
Raceway Incorporated
114 South Main Street

FUN FOR ALL AGES

May 11-14

"THE UGLY
DACHAND"

Friday, May 6

"CAT BALLOU"
Plus
"THE COLLECTOR"
"THE TIME
TRAVELERS"
Plus
"LAW OF THE
LAWLESS"

Sun.-Tues. May 8-10
"FRANKIE and JOHNNY"
time during our grand opening, May 1-7.

BLUEPRINT FOR YOUR FUTURE

FAMILY
DRIVE-IN
Saturday, May 7

This coupon entitles you to 15 minutes FREE

I

Wed.-Thur., May 11-12
"MUSCLE BEACH
PARTY"
Plus
"WHAT"

Let us chart the course for your career after college.
We can tell you about starting salaries . . . skills required . . . training needed . . . opportunities available. Call us for assistance in finding the right job for
YOU. There's no obligation whatever.

DENNISSON
PERSONNEL
0 CONSULTANTS
Career Placement for the College Educated
LENOX TOWERS • 3390 PEACHTREE RD„ N. E.
ATLANTA 30326
.
TEL. (404) 231-4762
SPECIALIZED RECRUITING / TESTING / PRIVATE COUNSELING

State Affair Set in June

THE GEORGE-ANNE

Maudie Walker Captures Miss Tifton Crown
— Now Third Coed after Miss Georgia Title
bathing suits, evening gowns ation from the audience after
and talents. Maudie presented her crowning.
a Greek dance to "Never on
Maudie has been dancing, balSunday."
let and tap, since the sixth
"I felt like so many people grade. The daughter of Lt. Col.
were behind me. It was a won- and Mrs. C. J. Walker, Maudie
The twelve contestants were derful feeling," explained Mau- has lived in Japan, Okinawa
judged on their appearances in die, who received a standing ov- and Washington, D. C.

Maudie Walker, junior elementary education major, became
the third Miss Georgia contestant now attending the college,
when she was named Miss Tifton last Saturday night.

Third GSC Coed To Vie for Miss Georgia

Piano Workshop Set June 10-11

?

">

Robert Dumm, professor and
former dean of the Boston Conservatory of Music, will conduct the college's 15th annual
Piano Workshop Friday and
Saturday, June 10-11, at the Statesboro Holiday Inn.
Dumm has, for the past five
years, made an annual tour to
universities and teacher groups
in some 35 cities across the nation. His topics will touch a
number of levels of musical experience, including the meaning
of modern music, and is aimed at both music lovers and
professionals from all levels of
experience.
He is a graduate of the University of Michigan and, together with his wife, founded and
directed his own piano school
there before moving to Boston
in 1958. He has since published over 25 editions and original
compositions with the Boston Music Co. and Mills Music of New
York. He has appeared on a
number of radio programs and
frequently contributes to nat-

ional music magazines.
Since 1959 he has revised
concerts, books, and records for
the "Christian Science Monitor"
and in 1965 three of his original teaching pieces were nominated by "Piano Quarterly" for
recognition among the years
"Ten Best."
According to Dr. Jack Broucek, professor of music, the concert will be of great benefit to
music appreciators and teachers.

Majors in junior high teaching will have an opportunity to
plan their schedules for summer and fall quarters Thursday, according to Starr Miller,
chairman of the division of education.
Students majoring in junior

ognized organization must submit on the day of evaluation the
type of organization as stated in
the Georgia Southern College
catalog and a list of projects and
other work that the organization
has done.
The date of evaluation was
April 27, 1965 to April 27, 1966.
"The committee will be divided
into four groups, one for each
category, with no less than three
members per committee.
The average of evaluations for
each organization will determine
the total rating of the organization. The averages will be evaluated by the executive committee of the Student Congress.

Perfect For
MOTHER'S DAY
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Q-St!k
oyafole Recreation
II New Brunswick
Tables
45 East Main — Statesboro, Ga.

Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
K

high teaching should report to
the education division office between 2 and 5 p.m. Thursday.
"Those unable to report Thursday may contact Dr. Robert
Lewis, junior high adviser,
Friday, May 13, between 9 and
12 a.m.

Twenty Campus Organizations
Compete for Outstanding Award

A member of Theta Pi Omega
sorority, Southern Belle fall
quarter and runnerup in the
Miss GSC Contest, Maudie
plays the organ, sings and likes
Twenty organizations are comto dance.
peting for the outstanding orMaudie was asked several ganization awards in their resquestions during the contest. To pective categories that will be
the question, "Do you think it presented Monday, May 9, at
is wise to be dependent on your
parents financially after you 10 a.m. during the annual Honare married?" she answered ors Day program, according to
that it would be "unwise, un- Jackie Mullis, chairman of the
healthy, and very unsafe."
Committee of Campus OrganizaThe Miss Georgia contest will tions.
be held in June in Columbus.
The organizations, who are beThe sponsor of the Tifton pag- ing evaluated by the Committee
eant was the Tifton Jaycees.
of Campus Organizations of the
Student Congress, have been
classified into four categories:
(1) service, (2) professional, (3)
departmental, and (4) interest.
Six student recital dates were
According to Jackie Mullis,
announced this week by the muchairman of the Committee of
sic department.
Campus Organizations, each recThey are Jamie Waters, senior voice recital, May 19; Harold Smith, senior voice recital, May 22; Edna Hall, senior piano recital, May 25; Jerry Elmgren, senior organ recital, May 29; Becky Joiner, senior piano recital, June 1, and
Dan Broucek, senior piano recital, June 3.

new
night dressing

by-

How, that fresh skiiflmy
fashion look
you love by day
is yours at bedtime too,
in carefree nylon tricot.
Lace and embroidery
give a look of
handmade delicacy,
yet this shift shapery
is lionhearted
in the laundry, '
In marvelous v
pastel colors. *V-J

Sized XS, S, M. $6

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
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Junior High Majors To Plan

Recital Dates Set

MISS TIFTON, MAUDIE WALKER
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B. J. ON
SPORTS
By BJORN KJERFVE
Sports Editor

Eagles Shade Bears
Dan Stiles Wins

7-8 Is Netters'
Season Record

His 10th Victory

By BJORN KJERFVE
By BJORN KJERFVE
Sports Editor
Sports Editor
Veni, Vidi, Vici. ..
The Eagle Netters raise cane
The Southern tennis players
That is exactly what happened last Saturday. The upsetting the Bears of Mercer
University, 5-4, in their den in
won their fourth consecutive
Southern tennis team was supposed to play Georgia Macon
to win the third consemeet, when Georgia State forState in Atlanta. The Eagles came; they saw; and they cutive meet last Friday.
feited in Atlanta last Saturday.
Once more the Eagles delivwon . . . won 9-0 without playing one match.
The match counts as a 9-0 vica surprise. Mercer was said
tory in favor of GSC making
No Georgia State Panthers were waiting at the ered
to have a strong team this
the Eagles' season record 7-8.
courts when the visiting Statesboro team arrived at year. Still the determined SouWhen the Statesboro players
match time. After a while their coach, Dick Weir, ar- thern players could add anotharrived
at the courts in Atlaner victory to their record. It
rived.
ta no Georgia State team waitneeds to be mentioned though
ed. The home team coach,
No match could be played because of the bad rain that the ordinary number one
Dick
Weir, was the only one to
the preceeding days, he said. The courts were in a very Mercer netter was prohibited
turn up after a while. He
from
playing.
bad condition, he meant. And by the way some of his
shook his head regretting that
"For the first time of the
Georgia State was not able to
players were out of town. The rest would be difficult to year I am completely satisfied
play.
He said it was because of
get in touch with. At least that was what Dick Weir with every player on the team,"
bad rain the previous days and
said Coach Bob Weber. "I am
said.
difficulties in getting courts to
confident this will be the best
play on.
The Southern netters travelled 200 miles for the season the Southern team has
When Georgia State visited
match. Anybody can understand that they were dis- ever had."
HE WINS AGAIN
Statesboro a couple of weeks aappointed not getting to play. Of course they were given Weber was especially happy Danny Stiles Smashes Hard ■ go
the Eagles won 8-1.
with the play of Mack Poss,
the victory, but that does not mean everything.
Harry Carter, and Danny StilThis awkward situation also has to be viewed from es.. "They played extremely
another side. The financial one. The trip cost GSC be- well,' 'he said.
When Danny Stiles beat Pat
Patton, 6-0, .6-4, he managed to
The Georgia - Anne
pull through his fifth straight
victory. Stiles personal record
in singles now is 10-3 making
him the most successful Eagle
netter. His only losses came against Springfield, Appalachain
and Emory. Stiles is playing
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number five on the team.
Normally
Eddie
Russell
should have beaten Mercer's
number four player, Steve Nathanson, who had knee troubles.
Russell could not use this ad- once more impressed rolling beat Edlie Russell 6-2, 3-6, 6-2. Danny
vantage to secure the match passed the number three Bear Stiles beat Pat Patton (M) 6-0, 6-4.
Mack Poss beat Dennis Sanders (M) 6-2,
win, although he tried hard to couple without difficulties.
6-0. Cook-Pipkin (M) beat Harvey-Poss,
Bjorn
Kjerfve
beat
Bob
Sykes
(M)
6-1,
run
his
opponent.
Mainly
it
was
The Tennis Team Had A Good Time in Atlanta: L-R. David Hall
6-1. Charles Cook (M) beat Jack Harvey 6-1, 7-5. Kjerfve-Stiles beat Sykes-NathRussell's
net
play
that
did
not
(Asst. Coach), Eddie Russell, Danny Stiles, Jim Connely (Trainer),
91-7, 6-1. Ken Pipkin (Ml beat Harry anson (M) 6-3, 6-4. Carter-Russell beat
work as usual.
Joe Mercer, Bob Weber (Coach), Jack Harvey, Mack Poss, Charles
After the excellent match a- Carter 6-3, 6-4.. Steve Nathcnson (M) Patton-Sanders (M) 6-3, 6-0.
George, Harry Carter, Mickey Scandlyn, Bjom Kjerfve.
gainst Valdosta two weeks ago
Jack Harvey was not to be retween $250 and $300, which is a lot of money consider- cognized.
He played stiffly and
ing that the sport involved is tennis. As a matter of fact especially missed many easy
the tennis team has never before got that much money shots at the net. Still his oppo- Regular season play for the
Mercer here at 11 a.m.
played far from well.
for one road trip. The tennis team had a nice vacation in nent
Mack Poss won a dashing vic- athletic teams draws to a close
The final golf match
Atlanta for two night. Nothing to bother about except tory losing only two games to this coming week, with tourn- forGOLF:
the season is next Friday
aments
and
championships
comremembering to which professional baseball game the Dennis Sanders. Poss has prohere at 12:30 p.m. with Mercer.
to be a dependable match ing up soon. The games this
tickets were, and when the invitational tennis tourna- ved
week are:
BASEBALL: junior varsity:
winner.
ment (with Chuck McKinley as final winner) was to be- In doubles Carter and Russell BASEBALL, varsity: The Sou- The last game on the junior
gin.
thern baseballers meet South baseballers schedule is set for
Carolina here today and tomor- Tuesday with Savannah High
The day before the Phanters visited Birmingham,
row at 3 p.m., and travel to here at 3 p.m.
Due
to
a
mistake
the
Alabama, and got wiped off the courts winning no more
Tallahassee, Florida on Monday
games in the baseball conthan four games altogether. This probably was the reaand Tuesday to play a pair of Volleyball To Start
test last week were incorgames
with Florida State. The
son they did not want to play Southern. But why did
rect.
final scheduled game is Friday
The intramural volleyball leanot Weir make a phone call. That could have saved both
With apologies, we must
with Mercer here at 3 p.m.
gue
will hold a tournament on
invalidate all entries in
time and money.
TENNIS: The Eagle netters next Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
last
week's
contest,
and
In spite of the canceled match the weekend was enhave only two remaining sche- the Hanner Gym. It will be a
urge you to enter this
joyable. It was especially pleasing to see the Eagles nip
duled matches, one tomorrow in single elimination tournament,
week.
Due West, S. C. with Erskine and a match will consist of two
the Bears of Mercer, 5-4, on a stop-over in Macon.
and one next Saturday with of three games.

* * * • * * *
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THIS WEEK:

Eagle Tennis Girls Reach Semi-Finals

SANDRA RAY

She Reaches Semifinals

By BJORN KJERFVE
Sandra Kay and Judy Brock
reached the semifinals in doubles, when the first Georgia
Collegiate Invitational Tennis
Tournament for Women was
held last weekend at Women's
College in M'illedgeville.
The Milledgeville netters dominated both the singles and
doubles tournaments. Georgia
Southern participated with four
girls, who according to Coach
Sue Colquitt did real well.
Phyllis Grimes managed best
of the four in singles winning
two matches before falling to
the final winner, Ethel Robertson (Women's College) in the
quarter finals, 6-0, 6-1. She beat
Shaffer (Columbus) 6-0, 6-1, and
Carter (Women's College) 6-4,
6-3.
In the first round Sandra Ray
lost to Murray (Mercer) 6-1,
6-4, and Frances Kea forfeited

to Tyler (Women's College).
Hanna Teauge defeated Jackson (Columbus) 6-1, 6-4, and Judy Brock secured the win against Dillon (Columbus) 6-4, 6-4.
In the second round Teague had
no chance against Burgdorf (Women's College):6-1, 6-0. Brock
lost to Johnson (Women's College) 6-1, 6-2.
Ray and Brock beat StowellMulherin (Women's College),
9-7, 6-4 in the first round of the
doubles tournament. In the second round they rolled past Boudeau-Tyler (Women's College)
6-0, 10-8, before losing to Johnson-Burgdorf (Women's College)
6-3, 6-1 in the semifinals.
"With a little more experience Sandra and Judy could have
won the doubles," said Coach
Colquitt. "They looked real
good; like pros."
"I am certainly satisfied,."
concluded Miss Colquitt.

JUDY HITS HARD

Judy Brock Plays Excellent Doubles with Sandra Ray
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Seminoles Storm Southern
With Bevy of Tough Lefties
By DAN RAHN
Staff Writer

was not able to top
State's nine-run lead.

The Georgia Southern Eagle
baseballers fell twice to the Seminoles of Florida State University in games Friday and Saturday.
In both games, the Eagles
bowed to the excellent left-handers of the Seminole pitching
staff, collecting only five hits
in each of the games.
The losses brought the Eagles' season record to 16 to 7.
FSU - 9, GSC - 4
In Friday's game, Southern
erupted for four runs in the
bottom of the ninth to kill the
Seminoles' shutout threat, but

FSU
GSC

000041C22
000000004

FSU - 9, GSC - 1

Florida
H

E

12

2

5

1

Second - bagger Rick Ward
seeded the Eagles' only run with
a solo homer in the second
frame as Georgia Southern fell
to FSU in Saturday's game.

Howell, Stringfellow (9) and Brown, Yar

R

H

E

nell (9). Dobso-n, Nevin (5), Stephens (9)

FSU

001011204

9

12

1

and Lynch. Errors - Sarron, Wells, Cone.

GSC

010000000

1

5

1

PO-A - FSU 27-6, GSC 27-13. LOB - FSU

Errors - Stanley, Sprague. PO-A - FSU
27-12, GSC 27-12. LOB - FSU 9, GSC 3.
2B - Vincent, Fernandez. 3B - Lyttle. HRWard. S - Thomas. SF - Sarron 2. SB Hopkins, Lyttle, Sprague 2, Brown 2, Martin. HBP - By Simmons (Lyttle, Brown).
T: 2:23.

6, GSC 9. DP - Wells, unassisted; Szotkiewicr and Wells.

2B

-

Sprague, Sarron,

Szotkiewicz. SF - Hopkins. SB - Lyttle,
Szotkiewicz 2. WP - Nevin, Howell. T:
2:48.

| GSC WINS 3-2

is

AIMING FOR THE HOLE

Eagle Golfer Wright North Concentrates Before Putt

Golfers Upset EC
Tie with Rebels

By BJORN KJERFVE
Sports Editor
The Southern golf team tied
against Valdosta, 13i/2 to ny2,
yesterday, when Jimmy Flanders hit the lowest score of the
year for the Eagles, 69. Last
Monday the high flying Eagles
gave Erskine College its first
defeat in eleven matches, 9*4 to
8i/2, at Due West, S. C.
After the weak beginning of
the season the linksters have
found the form. This is proved
by the victory over Erskine and
also by the tie against Valdosta
Rebels. The Rebels were undefeated before the Statesboro
meet.
GSC was supposed to play
Wofford College, but was given
a forfeit victory to make the
present Eagle record 5l/2-6y2.
Jimmy Flanders' outstanding
score against Valdosta is three
under par. Of course it is the
best individual Eagle round for
the year. In fact it is the best
score any Southern golfer has
had during the last three years.
Coach Frank Radovich was extremely happy with his boys, although he thought they should
have beaten Valdosta. "They
played very well and with some
luck they would have won that
match too," he said. "Some of
the boys have gone a long way

Swimmers To Meet
A swimming competition is
scheduled for May 14 at 10 a.m.
in the Knight Village Pool.
There will be six events: freestyle,
breast stroke,
back
stroke, butterfly, individual medley and freestyle relay. The distance is 35 yards, except for
the last two events where it is
4 x 35.
Each participant is limited to
three events, excluding the relay.
Entries have to be in no later than May 7, in room 7 of
Hollis.

1
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since the start of the season
and improved their game," he
I
concluded.
GSC 91/2 — Erskine 8i/2

Wright North (78) 2. Randy Hill (79)
21/2. North-Hill 2V2. Jimmy Flanders (77)
0. Hank Lehwald (75) 1. Flaflders-Lehwold 1%.

GSC 13y2 — Valdosta 13'/2
Hank Lehwald (80) 0. Jimmy Flanders
(69) 3. Lehwald-Flanders 3. Wright North
(74) '/2. Bobby Gastley (78) 2. NorthGastley J4'. Lewis Miller (76) 3. Randy
Hill (84) 0. Miller-Hill l'/i.
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Camp To Be Held near Augusta
Health and Physical Education majors will hold their annual weekend campout May
20-22.
This year's camp-out will be at
Burt Maxwell YMCA camp near
Augusta, Ga. It is sponsored by
the Pern Club and Phi Epsilon
Kappa. The faculty planning

group consists of Mrs. Helen
Brogdon, Coach Bill Spieth and
Dr. Richard Stebbins.
According to Dr. Stebbins the
purposes of the camp are: to
let the majors get to know each
other and the faculty better,
and to give to the majors a
last outing before the finals.

WOOD'S BARBER SHOP
In University Plaza
Recently opened to serve Georgia Southern Stud| ents — Free Parking for your convenience -Hours
9:00 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
Open All Day Every Wednesday
STOP BY AND SEE
Harold Wood and Ted Mitchem

Thomas Hits Homer
The Southern junior varsity
baseball team fell to South Georgia, 4-6, in action last week.
Losing pitcher Doak Thomas
hit a home run and Mart Moody scored a three run double.
GSC
000000004 4 7 3
S. Georgia 12030000x 6 8 2

If

Freshman Rick Ward
slammed a run-scoring
double in the sixth inning
Tuesday to spark the Eagles to a 3-2 baseball victory over Jacksonville University in Jacksonville,
Fla.
Righthander Jim Nevin
scattered seven hits and
struck out 10 batters to
pick up his fifth victory
of the season against no
defeats.
Butch Davis and Leahman Stanley each had a
pair of singles in four
trips to pace GSC's eighthit attack, and Jackie
Hammond and Ward contributed two-base blows.

WARD SLIDES TO BASE

Rick Ward Proves To Be Game-Winning Eagle Batter

Sinners, Phantoms Lead Softball

Despite several rained out
games last week, the intramural
softball league managed to get
in nine games of play.
The Sinners are leading the
team standings in the National
league, followed by the Dixie
Darlings in second place. The
Phantoms lead the American
League, followed by the BSU.
In the American League, Delta Sig beat Sig Ep 9-3 and the
Phantoms defeated the APO
pledges on Tuesday, April 26
The Bugs forfeited to the Sinners in the National League,

and the Hawks defeated the
Bandits.
On Wednesday, APO downed
the Delta Sigs in American
League play, and the Sinners
beat the Happy Homes 3-2, while
the Bugs again forfeited, this
time to the Dixie Darlings, in
the National League.
The Phantoms whalloped the
Phi Eps 12-1 on last Tuesday,
and the BSU outscored APO
7-3. In National play, the Bandits stormed past the Dixie Darlings 21-3, and the Rogues slipped past Happy Homes 5-4.

J&J FABRICS

University Plaza Shopping Center

FINE FABRICS
AND ALL YOUR SEWING NEEDS
POPLINS
SATINS

STRETCH FABRICS
LAOES.T.

BROCADES

Butterick and Simplicity Patterns
Dress-Making and Alterations
— 764-4542 —

mm

The COLLEGE
PHARMACY
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

Watch For Our

Grand Opening!

RITCH'S
Auto Service Center

-Repairs on all MakesWe Specialize
in Volkswagen!
Day 764-4625 • Nite 764-4390
29 N Walnut Street
STATESBORO, GEORGIA

*■

Address or

Pick the Winners

Dormitory of Student.
City & State

Win $10.00 Cash!

Name

Circle all the winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the winners the person
naming the most winners will receive $5.00 in cash from The George-Anne. In case contestants tie the prize money is equally divided.
1. In each ad on this page you will find two teams scheduled to compete this week. Check
the teams you think will win. Tie games games count against you unless indicated.
2. Mail or bring your entry to The George-Anne office located in the Frank I. Williams
Center not later than 8 p.m. Friday. Letters must be postmarked before this time.
3. Members of The George-Anne staff are not eligible to win.
4. Members of Faculty, Administration, are Eligible.
5. Only TWO ENTRIES per person.
LAST WEEK'S WINNER: NO WINNER

The Sfafesboro
Telephone Co.
"serving Statesboro and Bulloch County"
9 South Main St.

Statesboro

1. Phillies-Pirates (Friday, Philadelphia)

STATESBORO

Buggy & Wagon Co. Bulloch County Bank
"Complete Line of Hardware"
1 Courtland St.

764-3214

2. Phillies-Pirates (Sat., Philadelphia)

WWNS Radio
HEAR COLLEGE BASEBALL
Rockwell Manufacturing Corporation

EVERY SATURDAY!

4. Mets-Cubs (Friday, New York)

5. Mets-Cubs (Saturday, New York)

Medical Center
Pharmacy

Pyrofax Gas Corp.

OPPOSITE HOSPITAL
Hours: Mon. - Sat., 9 -9—Sun. 2-7
7. Astro-Braves (Friday, Houston)

The Singer Co.
Your Singer Service Center For:
Typewriters & Musical Entertainment
10. Reds-Dodgers^Friday, Cincinnati)

Sea Island Bank
and it's

SOUTHSIDE BRANCH

Bottle - Bulk
6 E. Vine St.

"service with a smile"
3. Phillies-Pirates (Sunday, Philadelphia)

Johnson's Minit Mart
"When You Run Out of Something Run
Out to the Minit Mart"
6. Mets-Cubs (First game Sun., New York)

Music Box
"if it's Musical, WE HAVE IT!"

764-2700

8. Astros-Braves Saturday, Houston)

T. J. Morris
WHOLESALE FOOD DISTRIBUTORS
I. G. A.
Franchise for South East Georgia
11. Reds-Dodgers (Saturday, Cincinnati)

SUPPORT THE

Contest

27 W. Main St.—Statesboro, Ga.
9. Astros-Braves (Sunday, Houston)

Four Points
Service Station
Tires
Tubes
Road Service

Ph. 4-2153

ATLANTIC
Accessories

Wash
Polish
Lubrication

S. Main St.

12. Reds-Dodgers (Sunday, Cincinnati)

City Dairy Co.
Grade A Dairy Products

Just Off the GSC Campus

Advertisers

Pasteurized Homogenized Vitamin D Milk

13. Cardinals-Giants (Friday, St. Louis)

14. Cardinals-Giants (Sat, St. Louis)

15. Cardinals-Giants (Sunday, St. Louis)

